
Hello everyone!


Here we are at the second lesson in this unit.


Have you seen the first video? Marco, one of the characters, describes by memory the apartment 
where he lives. In the description there are many words which typically describe a house, like 
pieces of furniture.


For example: table, vase, mirror, curtains, etc.


These words are preceded by other small words like ‘the’, which we encountered earlier on in our 
lessons.


Let’s see how they work.


Let’s start with ‘Il’, ‘L’ and ‘Lo’ which are used with singular masculine words.


Let’s look at ‘il’


‘Il’ is used in front of masculine words which start with a consonant.


‘The book’. Plural ‘the books’.


This word starts with the consonant ‘l’.


Or:


‘The table’. Plural ‘the tables’.


In this case the the word starts with the consonant ‘t’.


‘The glass.’  Plural ‘the glasses.’


Here the initial consonant, in this case, is ‘b’.


Now let’s look at ‘l’:


‘L’’ is used used in front of masculine words starting with a vowel.


Let’s make some examples.


A masculine word starting with ‘a’:


‘The friend.  Plural ‘the friends’.


Another masculine word starting with ‘o’


‘The office.’  Plural ‘the offices’.


Now let’s have a look together at ‘lo’


‘Lo’ is used with words that start with an ‘s’ followed by another consonant:


‘The mirror’.  Plural ‘the mirrors’.


In this case we have an ‘s’ followed by a ‘p’.




Let’s try ‘st’


‘The student’, ‘the students’


There are other cases, rarer ones, of words starting with a double consonant and which thus 
require ‘lo’.


For example, ‘ps’:


‘The psychologist’, ‘the psychologists’


Another case of ‘lo’ is with words starting with ‘z’


‘The rucksack’.  Plural ‘the rucksacks.’


The feminine form is simpler than the masculine, because there are only two cases: ‘la’, and ‘l’’


Let’s start with ‘la’.


‘La’ is used when a word starts with a consonant.


With an initial consonant:


‘The house.’ Plural ‘the houses’.


‘The room.’ Plural’ the rooms’.


‘The zone’. Plural ‘the zones’


‘L’’ is used when the word  starts with a vowel:


‘The friend’. Plural ‘the friends’.


Or:


‘The idea.’  Which becomes ‘the ideas’ in the plural form.


Other articles, which are only singular, are ‘un’ ‘uno’ for the masculine form, ‘un’’ with an 
apostrophe and ‘una’ for the feminine form.


Let’s see how they work.


We use ‘un’ for:


- words which start with a consonant:


‘The book’ becomes ‘a book’


- words which start with a vowel:


‘The friend’ becomes ‘a friend’


Instead, ‘uno’ is used with:


words which start with “s” plus consonant:


- ‘the student’ becomes ‘a student’




words which start with “s” plus consonant:


- ‘The psychologist’ becomes ‘a psychologist.’


With ‘z’


‘The rucksack’ becomes ‘a rucksack’


Everything ok? Have you understood the masculine form?


Let’s have a look at the feminine form:


Similarly, also ‘un’ ‘una’ in the feminine form is simpler than the masculine form.


‘Un’ is used with feminine words starting with a vowel.


Thus,


‘The friend’ becomes ‘a friend’


‘The idea’ becomes ‘an idea’


‘Una’ is used in all other cases of feminine words:


‘The house’ becomes ‘a house’


‘The room’ becomes’a room’


‘The zone’ becomes ‘a zone’


All these short words that we have learnt today are called ‘articles’ and are used in front of words 
describing places, concrete and abstract things, people, animals.


You have seen that there are two types of articles for the masculine and the feminine form.


‘Il’ ‘l’ ‘lo’ for the masculine 


‘L’ and ‘la’ for the feminine 


But also


‘Un’ and ‘uno’ for the masculine 

‘Un’’ and ‘una’ for the feminine 


When shall we use the first type and when the second?


The first type is used to express something which is specific; for example:


‘The house where I live is very big.’


Here, I’m talking about a specific house, my house.


On the other hand, if I say:


‘I need a house where to live.’




I’m not talking about a specific house, because I don’t have it yet, but about a house in general, 
not specified yet.


The second type of article, ‘un’ ‘uno’, ‘una’ etc, is used when I’m introducing something or 
someone for the first time.


Example:


‘In the morning, when I go out I always see a beautiful girl waiting for the bus.’


This is the first time that I have mentioned the character ‘girl’ in my story.


But if I want to talk about her again, ‘a girl’ becomes ‘the girl’


‘In the morning, when I go out I always see a beautiful girl waiting for the bus. The girl sometimes 
looks at me and smiles.’


That’s all for this lesson. Please, study!


